AGENDA
EMERGENCY COMMISSION MEETING
THURSDAY, JULY 2, 2020 AT 5:30 P.M.
CITY OF ST. AUGUSTINE BEACH, 2200 A1A South, St. Augustine Beach, FL 32080

NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC

THE CITY COMMISSION HAS ADOPTED THE FOLLOWING PROCEDURE: PERSONS WISHING TO SPEAK ABOUT TOPICS THAT ARE ON THE AGENDA MUST FILL OUT A SPEAKER CARD IN ADVANCE AND GIVE IT TO THE RECORDING SECRETARY. THE CARDS ARE AVAILABLE AT THE BACK OF THE MEETING ROOM. THIS PROCEDURE DOES NOT APPLY TO PERSONS WHO WANT TO SPEAK TO THE COMMISSION UNDER “PUBLIC COMMENTS.”

RULES OF CIVILITY FOR PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

1. The goal of Commission meetings is to accomplish the public’s business in an environment that encourages a fair discussion and exchange of ideas without fear of personal attacks.

2. Anger, rudeness, ridicule, impatience, and lack of respect for others is unacceptable behavior. Demonstrations to support or oppose a speaker or idea, such as clapping, cheering, booing, hissing, or the use of intimidating body language are not permitted.

3. When persons refuse to abide by reasonable rules of civility and decorum, or ignore repeated requests by the Mayor to finish their remarks within the time limit adopted by the City Commission, and/or who make threats of physical violence shall be removed from the meeting room by law enforcement officers, either at the Mayor’s request or by an affirmative vote of a majority of the sitting Commissioners.

“Politeness costs so little.” – ABRAHAM LINCOLN

I. CALL TO ORDER

II. PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

III. ROLL CALL

IV. SECTION 1-5 OF THE CITY CHARTER: VOTE TO DETERMINE THAT MEETING IS AN EMERGENCY (Super Majority Vote Required)

V. CONSIDERATION OF PROPOSED RESOLUTION TO REQUIRE FACEMASKS WHEN MAINTAINING PHYSICAL DISTANCE IN BUSINESSES NOT POSSIBLE

VI. PUBLIC COMMENTS

VII. ADJOURNMENT